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Introduction
Image filters can retrieve extract a lot of previously hidden information (such as edges ) or change the feel
of the image (blurring sharpening).
Problem Statement
Within application developed in lab1 :
- add the ability to specify a 5x5 filter kernel and filter the image currently being displayed with it.
Secondary Goals:
- add the ability to offset an image by a given number of gray levels.

Procedure
The implementation consisted of two steps:
1) Creation of a Cdialog-based ConvolveDialog class with a 5 x 5 kernel and offset. The ability to
normalize the filter was also implemented (i.e. divide the coefficients by their total sum before the
filtering).
2) Addition of a Convolve function to the existing My class. This function is mostly based on the
source code found in [2], which was modified as not to write the convolved image to a file.
Due to the existence of a handy Copy function the edges were handled in the following manner:
a) The image is convolved using the 5 x 5 kernel to produce a temporary image with width
and height decreased by for.
b) The convolved image is then copied back into the original image as to replace the
corresponding pixels.
Due to significant time pressure the Sobel and Prewitt edge detectors were not hard-coded into the
application, thus they always have to be specified by hand.

Discussion
Screen capture of the kernel input dialog box:

The images below illustrate the effect of different edge detectors on the original pots.png image.
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Finally the color image topher.png was first converted to grayscale and then filtered using the following
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Resources used:
[1] Irfan Viewer: http://stud4.tuwien.ac.at/~e9227474/
Irfan Viewer is a free image viewer supporting various image formats
Copyright Irfan Skiljan 1996-2000
[2] A Simplified Approach to Image Processing:
Classical and Modern Techniques in C
by Randy Crane (Hewlett-Packard Company)
Published by Prentice Hall PTR
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey 07458
Copyright: Hewlett-Packard Company 1997
Activity Log
The following are very gross estimates:
Design: 0 hr
Coding: 2 hrs
Debug: 1 hrs
Test: 0 hr
Documentation: 1 hrs
Other - research: 1 hrs

Conclusions
As the above images demonstrate the single edge detectors are doing what they are supposed to do. In my
opinion the Sobel detector creates finer images (i.e. removes less detail) than the Prewitt detector. The
second order Laplace detector, detects edges in all directions and produces thin edges.

New source code
//convolves the image with the kernel filter passed to it and copies the output
//to target image which has to be of approporate size
//i.e. targetimagewidth = oldimagewidth -kernelwidth +1
//adapted from Simplified Approach to Image Processing
#define CLIP(val, low, high) {if(val<low) val=low; if(val>high) val=high;}
My::Convolve(int kwidth, int kheight,float *kernel, int bias, My *targetImage)
{
int x, y;
/* image loop variables */
int kernx, kerny;
/* kernel loop variables */
int index;
/* image index */
int xextra, yextra;
/* size of boundary */
int conv_line;
/* size of output line */
float sum;
/* accumulator used during convolution */
unsigned long destadd;
/* destination image address */
unsigned long sourceadd; /* index into Data image */
unsigned long sourcebase; /* address of line */
int xpad, ypad;
/* number of pixels to duplicate at edges */
int last_line;
/* last line to process */
yextra = (kheight/2)*2;
ypad = yextra/2;
xextra = (kwidth/2)*2;
xpad = xextra/2;
conv_line = width - xextra;
last_line = height - yextra;
destadd=0;
for(y=0; y<last_line; y++)
{
sourcebase=(unsigned long) width * y;
for(x=xextra/2; x< (width-xpad); x++)
{
sum=0.0;
index=0;
for(kerny=0; kerny<kheight; kerny++)
for(kernx=0; kernx<kwidth; kernx++)
{
sourceadd = sourcebase + kernx + kerny * width;
sum += (Data[sourceadd] * kernel[index++]);
}
sum += bias;
CLIP(sum,0.0,255.0);
targetImage->Data[destadd++]=(unsigned char) sum;
sourcebase++;
} /* for x */
} /* for y */
}

//brings up the convolution kernel dialog box and performs the convolution
void CNothingDoc::OnConvolve()
{
float kernel[25];
float kernsum=1;
char *filename="myfile.pgm";
ConvolveDialog ConvD;
if (pmy->Data==NULL) AfxMessageBox("Load an image first!");
else
{
if (ConvD.DoModal() != IDCANCEL)
{
ConvD.CopyKernel(kernel);

My

*tempImage=new

My(pmy->width-4,pmy->height-4,pmy-

>bitsperpixel);
pmy->Convolve(5,5,kernel,ConvD.offset,tempImage);
CRect SourceRect,TargetRect;
SourceRect.left=1;
SourceRect.right=pmy->width-4;
SourceRect.top=1;
SourceRect.bottom=pmy->height-4;
TargetRect.left=3;
TargetRect.right=pmy->width-2;
TargetRect.top=3;
TargetRect.bottom=pmy->height-2;
pmy->Copy(tempImage,SourceRect,TargetRect);
pmy->SaveTemp();
pmy->Show();
delete tempImage;
}
}

